FOREO RAMADAN CAMPAIGN 2019
TERMS AND CONDITIONS / CONTEST RULES
FOREO organizes Ramadan campaign 2019 which includes contests awarding various prizes to
participants - the Contest and Consolation Prize Draw. The contests are regulated by Contest Rules
(hereinafter “Rules”). Participation in any of these contests constitutes the Participant’s agreement and
acceptance of these Rules.
No purchase or payment of any kind is necessary to enter or win.

The Concept
By signing up at the familydate.foreo.com, Participant is able to send a single date and personalized
message to a friend or loved one during the month of Ramadan to symbolize breaking fast together,
when in reality they cannot. Upon receiving a date, Recipient has the option of returning the deed by
sending a date/message back. In doing so, Recipient becomes Participant and enters pool to win a
return flight ticket home for Eid, sponsored by FOREO. Contest winner will be selected by FOREO
jury-based on the most heartfelt message.

Eligibility
The Contest is open to those who sign up at the familydate.foreo.com and who are minimum 18 years
old as of the date of entry. The Contest is only open to legal residents of KSA, UAE, Kuwait, Oman,
Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Tunis, EU, US, Canada, and is void where prohibited by
law. Employees of FOREO, and other companies associated with the promotion of the Contest, its
affiliates, subsidiaries, advertising and promotion agencies, and suppliers, and immediate family
members (spouse, parents, siblings, and children) and/or those living in the same household of
Employees are not eligible to participate in the Contest.

Contest Period - start and end date
Entries to the Contest will be accepted online starting on May 5th 2019, 8am CET and ending at:
●
●

May 23rd 4pm CET for sending the date
May 25th 4pm CET for sending the date back

Entry rules
FOREO will collect and use Participant data solely for the purpose and duration of the Contest, to
which upon termination of the Contest, data will be erased, unless the Participant agrees to receive
further notifications (newsletters). D
To participate in the Contest, Participant chooses to send a date to Recipient. By sending a date,
Participant data is collected to fulfill the processes of the Contest.

Recipient of the date is not automatically entered to participate in the Contest and data will not be
collected. If Recipient chooses to send a date back, Recipient becomes Participant and data is collected.
If the Recipient chooses not to participate in the Contest, no data will be collected, and data collected
from Recipient will be erased upon the arrival of the date to stated address.
The terms of participants are:
-

those who partake in sending the date, whose data will be collected to deliver a date and if
accepted receive further notifications (newsletters).
those who send a date back, whose data will be collected and will be entered into the contest
to win a return flight home, or a consolation prize.

The Contest must be entered by submitting the Participant and Recipient name, surname, full address
(street, street number, city, zip code, country) email, telephone number and personalized message
using the online form provided at familydate.foreo.com. The provided data must meet all Contest
requirements to be eligible to win a prize. Incomplete entries or the ones which are not in alignment
with the rules, requirements, and specifications will be disqualified by FOREO. You may enter the
Contest only once and you need to provide any information that might be necessary. Any attempt of
circumvention of the rules will result in immediate disqualification from the Contest. Daily number of
dates are limited. After daily limit is reached, Participant can apply for Consolation Prize Draw and
get chance to win FOREO product.

Rights Granted by Contest Participants
By entering the Contest and submitting name, surname, full address (street, street number, city, zip
code, country) email, telephone number and personalized message using the online form provided at
familydate.foreo.com, the Participant understands and agrees that FOREO and/or anyone acting on
behalf of FOREO has the right, where permitted by law, to use their email address to send confirmation
email and initialize date shipment. It is optional that Participant also agrees to receive newsletters from
FOREO. If Participant does not agree to receive newsletters from FOREO, data will not be used and
will be deleted immediately after campaign’s end.
By entering this Consolation Prize Draw and submitting email address the Participant understands and
agrees that FOREO and/or anyone acting on behalf of FOREO has the right, where permitted by law,
to use their email address to inform them on the results and to send FOREO newsletters without
limitation and without any further compensation, notice, review, or consent. Participant can
unsubscribe from receiving the newsletters after receiving first newsletter.

Disclaimer of Responsibility
FOREO is not responsible for problems with Contest entries, including but not limited to, entries
which are lost, late, misdirected, damaged, incomplete, illegible, or cannot be completed due to
electronic or technical difficulties, even if the problem is the result of the sole or partial negligence of
FOREO.

Prizes
Winner of the Contest (hereinafter “Winner”) will receive return flight ticket home for Eid on June
4th 2019 which is determined by FOREO. The return flight will happen within up to 7 days. The prize
cannot be redeemed for cash or substituted for another prize, and is non-transferable. The prize is
given with no written, express, or implied warranty. Any prize not claimed within 2 days after the
announcement will be forfeited by the winner and remain the property of FOREO. Acceptance of the
prize gives FOREO permission to use the Winner’s personal details, message, quotes for advertising
purposes without further compensation, unless it is prohibited by law.
Winner of the Consolation Prize Draw will receive 1x LUNA mini 2 facial cleansing device. The prize
cannot be redeemed for cash or substituted for another prize, and is non-transferable. Prize fund
contains 20x LUNA mini 2, meaning 20 winners of the Consolation Prize Draw will be chosen.
Consolation Prize Draws lasts from May 5th 2019, 8am CET until May 23rd 4pm CET.

Winner Selection and Notification
Contest winner will be selected by FOREO jury. Winner will be informed about the prize by email
and phone call within 1 day following the Winner selection to claim the prize (winner announcement
will be on May 28th 2019). FOREO is not responsible if the Winner fails to receive the notice about
the prize due to any security settings or provision of incorrect contact information. If the Winner fails
to respond within the required time period, the prize may be forfeited and an alternate Winner may be
selected based on FOREO jury criteria. If the Winner is disqualified for any reason, FOREO is not
obliged to provide an alternate prize or extend the Contest Period in any way, and all privileges as
Winner will be terminated immediately. Participants who provide false, fraudulent or deceptive entries
or who engage in false, fraudulent or deceptive acts in connection with the Contest will be disqualified
and subject to criminal prosecution.
Winners of the Consolation Prize Draw will be notified by email on May 23rd 2019 and will be
requested to share their contact details and address where the prize will be shipped to.

How to Claim the Prize
The Winner needs to accept the prize by email and is required to provide a copy of valid passport and
valid VISA to travel back home. FOREO reserves the right to deny awarding the prize if the winner
fails to provide a satisfactory identification.

Terms & General Conditions
FOREO reserves the right to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Contest should virus, bug, nonauthorized human intervention, fraud, or any other cause affect the administration, security, fairness,
or proper conduct of the Contest. If such cases occur, FOREO may select the Winner from all eligible
entries. Any attempt by an entrant to deliberately damage the Winner selection process and the
legitimate operation of the Contest may be a violation of criminal and civil laws.

Limitation of Liability
By entering the Contest, You agree to release and hold harmless FOREO and its subsidiaries, affiliates,
advertising and promotion agencies, partners, representatives, agents, successors, assigns, employees,
officers, and directors from any liability, illness, injury, death, loss, litigation, claim, or damage that
may occur, directly or indirectly, whether caused by negligence or not, from:
(i) such entrant’s participation in the Contest and/or his/her acceptance, possession, use, or misuse of
any prize or any portion thereof;
(ii) technical failures of any kind, including but not limited to the malfunction of any computer, cable,
network, hardware, software, or other mechanical equipment;
(iii) the unavailability or inaccessibility of any transmissions, telephone, or Internet service;
(iv) unauthorized human intervention in any part of the entry process or the Contest;
(v) electronic or human error in the administration of the Contest or the processing of entries.

Privacy Policy
Information submitted with an entry is subject to the Privacy Policy stated on the FOREO website. To
read the Privacy Policy, click here https://www.foreo.com/privacy-policy

Sponsor
The Sponsor of the Contest is ARAMEX delivery unlimited.

Facebook/Instagram
FOREO may utilize Facebook and Instagram to promote this content. The Participant understands and
agrees that any such promotion is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated
with, Facebook.
By checking here, You, the Participant, have reviewed, accepted, and agreed to all of the Contest
Rules.

